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	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Mathematic_front（3-6）
	Basic lay-out Beleduc_Mathematic_back

	content: 20 puzzle pieces
	main goal: Position: Identifying and naming (opposite) positions by using prepositions of place.
	extra goals: Language skills: Learning vocabulary to describe opposite positions by talking to other players about the cards.Social skills: Developing initiative and curiosity by trying to find the matching cards.
	basic concept: 
	step 1: Remove all puzzle pieces from the box and place them on a table.
	step 2: Try to find the matching cards by looking for opposite positions. 
	step 3: Place all the pairs on a table and take a close look at them.
	advanced concept: 
	advanced concept1: Play the game according to the rules as written above. Take a look at all the pairs on the table and try to name the opposite positions of the objects. For example: The dog is under/on top of the box. The dog is in the front/in the back. The dog is sitting on the bottom/on top of the stairs.
	Text2: Spatial Orientation
	product: Cognito - Spatialty
	activities: Hand out one (or more) cards to every child, so that every card is distributed. Have the children explain what is on their card and try to find their corresponding cards without showing the card to the other children.Talk to the children about prepositions of place that they already know. Introduce new prepositions of place for the children to learn. Divide the children into pairs of two and let each pair think of opposite prepositions of place. Have the pair demonstrate their opposites (someone is hiding UNDER the table, their partner is ON TOP OF the table). Have the children try to figure out which prepositions of place are being shown. 
	productNO: 11530              
	main observation: Is the child able to identify and name (opposite) positions, using prepositions of place?
	extra observation: Is the child able to find the matching cards independently?Are the children able to play together?Is the child able to talk about his/her own experiences with opposites?Does the child show initiative and curiosity to find the matching cards?
	Text1: Geometry


